GEM vs. Solar Switch Energy Saving Comparison
This document illustrates the solar PV exported energy savings obtained with the Apollo GEM
generated energy management system compared to exported energy savings when using a standard
(intelligent) solar immersion heater switch.
The calculations for this comparison are based on real measurements from a 4KW solar PV array in
Newquay, Cornwall [1]. The PV array output readings were taken every 2 minutes for a whole day, 3rd
April 2012. This day was chosen to show performance in mixed cloud/clear sky conditions with a total
yield for the day of 14.6 KWh.
The graphs below show the generated energy in KWh for each 2 minute period during the day (blue).
This is shown together with the energy exported (green) and the recovered export energy (red).
3KW solar Immersion Switch

Total Units Generated = 14.60KWh

Total Units Exported = 7.88

Total Units Saved = 2.60

Apollo GEM System

Total Units Generated = 14.60KWh
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Total Units Exported = 0.39

Total Units Saved = 10.09

Note the dramatic reduction in exports and increase in saved units for the Apollo GEM system
compared with the standard 3KW solar switch system.
Why is there such a difference?
The main reason for the large difference in exported energy is that the 3KW immersion element cannot
be turned on until the surplus generated energy reaches 3KW, assuming that the houshold appliances
are using 500W, at least 3.5KW needs to be generated before the immersion heater can be turned on.
Even with a 4KW PV array this output level is only reached for a relatively small percentage of the total
time. All the time when the PV output is over 0.5KW and less than 3.5KW all the surplus power will be
exported.
In contrast, the GEM system uses a variable power technology starting from 0.1KW and therefore any
surplus power from 0.1KW to 3.1KW can be used. For a 4KW PV the surplus power will be in this range
for more than 95% of the time.
What about solar immersion switches that use lower power immersion elements?
In order to capture more surplus energy starting from a lower power, a solar immersion switch could
use a lower power immersion element of say 1.5KW. Whilst this would be in operation for more of the
time than a 3KW element such a system would still suffer from the following disadvantages:
•
•

The maximum power able to be saved would be limited to the immersion element power, e.g.
1.5KW
If the hot water was normally heated by immersion heater a 1.5KW element would be too
small.

The graph below show the performance of a 1.5KW solar immersion switch. Whilst overall performance
is better than for the 3KW switch, savings are still well under half that of the GEM system. Note how the
lower power immersion limits the potential savings shown by the flat top of the red recovered energy
plot. Performance for winter immersion water heating would also be poor.
1.5KW solar Immersion Switch

Total Units Generated = 14.60KWh

Total Units Exported = 5.68

[1] Data Source Newquay Weather (www.newquayweather.com)
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Total Units Saved = 4.80

